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Validity of simplified Shockley-Read-Hall statistics for modeling carrier lifetimes
in crystalline silicon
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The Shockley-Read-Hall model, in its simplest and most common form, is often used to describe both
injection- and temperature-dependent carrier lifetime measurements. Such lifetime modeling has provided the
basis for ultrasensitive spectroscopic techniques for the study of recombination centers in crystalline silicon.
However, this approximate model is only valid when the density of recombination centers is small enough to
avoid trapping effects, which cause distortions in the excess mobile carrier concentrations. In this work, the
simplified Shockley-Read-Hall model is compared with a more general solution of the continuity equations that
takes account of carrier trapping. This comparison leads to an expression for the upper limit on the recombi-
nation center density for which the simplified Shockley-Read-Hall model remains accurate. The limit depends
not only on the dopant density, but also on the energy level and electron and hole capture cross sections for a
given type of recombination center. The results allow experimental conditions that do not invalidate the use of
the simplified Shockley-Read-Hall model to be determined.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.075203 PACS number~s!: 72.20.Jv, 71.55.Cn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Techniques based on carrier lifetime measurements h
been developed recently with the common goal of charac
izing impurities in crystalline silicon. One approach, whi
has been referred to as injection-dependent lifetime spec
copy ~IDLS!,1 involves fitting Shockley-Read-Hall theory t
injection-level-dependent lifetime measurements. Within c
tain constraints, such a procedure allows the energy level
carrier capture cross sections of an impurity to be de
mined, often with superior sensitivity and accuracy to co
ventional techniques such as deep-level transient spec
copy. The IDLS technique has recently been applied
boron-oxygen complexes in Czochralski silicon2,3 and also to
iron-boron pairs in silicon,4–6 as well as other metallic spe
cies such as chromium, molybdenum, and titanium.7,8 Previ-
ously, it had been employed in analysis of recombinat
centers at silicon dioxide/silicon9 and silicon nitride/silicon
interfaces,9,10 which are of critical importance in solar ce
applications. It has also been used to characterize reco
nation centers in electron-irradiated silicon.11,12 In fact, sim-
plified variations of the technique effectively formed the b
sis of well-known, pioneering studies of iron-boron13 and
chromium-boron14 pairs in silicon.

A second group of lifetime-based techniques, recen
dubbed temperature-dependent lifetime spectrosc
~TDLS!, has also been developed.1 By analyzing the tem-
perature dependence of the low-injection lifetime, the ene
level of the dominant recombination centers can be inferr
So far it has found application in analysis of iron-relat
centers15–17 and various other metallic centers,18 as well as
electron-irradiated silicon.11,12 It appears certain tha
lifetime-based techniques such as IDLS and TDLS will b
come more widespread as increasingly sensitive techniq
are needed to track ever-diminishing quantities of impuriti
and as the requirements of electronic devices become
more stringent.
0163-1829/2003/67~7!/075203~7!/$20.00 67 0752
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These two techniques rely heavily on the use
Shockley-Read-Hall19,20~SRH! statistics to model the behav
ior of the recombination lifetime as a function of either i
jection level or temperature. However, they generally ma
use of a simplified version of SRH theory that involves
number of assumptions21,22 that must be satisfied when ap
plying the model to experimental data. The most restrict
of these requires almost equal excess ‘‘untrapped’’ elect
and hole concentrations. As the recombination center den
N approaches a critical valueNcrit , this simplified SRH
model becomes increasingly inaccurate, due to the fact
the recombination centers in general also act as ‘‘trap
When this occurs, carriers spend some finite time trappe
the center before either recombining or being ejected b
into the band from which they came. Such trapping alters
overall carrier dynamics, often very significantly, and even
only one type of carrier is trapped. This restriction on t
SRH model is often expressed as simply requiring thatN be
‘‘small.’’

The purpose of this paper is to determine exactly h
smallN must be to ensure the simplified SRH model rema
accurate, therefore enabling lifetime-based spectrosc
techniques to be safely employed. This is achieved by co
paring it with a more general model that explicitly accoun
for the trapping properties of the defects and hence is v
for any value ofN, provided that steady-state conditions pr
vail. This general model is used to find an expression forNcrit
in terms of the dopant and excess carrier densities, and
the energy level and capture cross sections of a given rec
bination center. These latter parameters turn out to have
nificant impact on the range of validity of the simplified SR
theory. First, however, we begin with the continuity equ
tions that provide a general description of carrier dynam
within a semiconductor, and which underpin all the reco
bination models considered.

II. RECOMBINATION MODELS

In a nondegenerate semiconductor under the influenc
external illumination, the excess concentrations of free,
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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trapped electronsDn and holesDp are described by the
following continuity equations:2

gE2
dDn

dt
5

Dn

tn

5
1

tn0
F ~n01n11Dn!~Dn2Dp!

N
1

Dnn1

n01n1
G ,

~1!

gE2
dDp

dt
5

Dp

tp

5
1

tp0
F ~p01p11Dp!~Dp2Dn!

N
1

Dpp1

p01p1
G .

~2!

Here,gE is the rate of electron-hole pair generation by t
illumination, n0 andp0 are the electron and hole concentr
tions in thermal equilibrium,tn andtp are the electron and
hole lifetimes, andN is the recombination center density. Th
capture time constants for electrons and holes,tn0 andtp0 ,
are related to the capture cross sectionssn and sp of the
recombination center, and also to the recombination ce
density and the thermal velocities of electrons and holesv th ,
via the following expressions:

tn05
1

Nsnv th
,

tp05
1

Nspv th
. ~3!

The assumption of nondegeneracy is required to prov
an unambiguous meaning to the capture cross sections,
they represent ‘‘average’’ cross sections for carrier capt
from all possible band states.21 The statistical factorsn1 and
p1 are the equilibrium concentrations of electrons and ho
respectively, when the Fermi level coincides with the ene
of the recombination centerET :

n15NC expS ET2EC

kT D ,

p15NV expS EC2EG2ET

kT D , ~4!

where EC is the conduction-band-edge energy andEG the
energy gap. The densities of states at the conduction-
valence-band edgesNC and NV are NC52.8631019 and
NV53.1031019 cm23 for silicon at room temperature.23

The continuity Eqs.~1! and ~2! allow for all the possible
interactions between the bands and the recombination
ters, namely recombination via capture of an electron~or
hole! and subsequent capture of a hole~or electron!, or trap-
ping via capture and release of an electron~or hole!. The
tendency of a specific recombination center to act prima
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as a trap or a recombination site, or as some combinatio
both, will depend on its energy and capture cross sectio
and also on the Fermi level.

As discussed by Blakemore,21 the time-dependent conti
nuity Eqs.~1! and ~2! can only be solved analytically unde
very special conditions, which are not of great practical
terest. In the general case, complications arise due to
coupled nature of these expressions, which is a direct co
quence of the fact that the centers may act as both reco
nation sites and as traps. Under steady-state conditions, h
ever, the time-dependent terms are zero, the equations
less strongly coupled, and general solutions do exist. T
was exploited by Shockley and Read,19 whose Eq.~4.4! is
precisely such a solution, the only underlying assumptio
being those of nondegeneracy and steady-state condit
Cast in this form, SRH theory is indeed quite general. Ho
ever, in subsequent sections of their paper, Shockley
Read went on to develop only cases with restricted appl
tion. The first of these, in their Secs. V and VI, was f
arbitrary modulation~values ofDn andDp) but only small
values ofN. A later case, in Appendix A, was for arbitraryN
but only small modulation. It is the first of these restrict
manifestations of SRH theory, i.e., for smallN, which is
most widely used today. We shall refer to it as the ‘‘simp
fied’’ SRH model, following the heading of Shockley an
Read’s own Sec. V.

One route to the simplified SRH expression from the co
tinuity equations involves eliminatingN by substitution from
Eqs. ~1! into ~2! under steady-state conditions. After som
rearranging, and upon use of the identitiesn0 /(n01n1)
5p1 /(p01p1) andp1n15p0n0 , the result is

gE5
Dn

tn
5

Dp

tp
5

p0Dn1n0Dp1DnDp

tp0~n01n11Dn!1tn0~p01p11Dp!
.

~5!

Further manipulation of this expression, along with t
assumption of vanishing excess carrier densities, leads to
~A7! of Shockley and Read, which is the case for arbitraryN
but restricted to small modulation. If, on the other han
arbitrary excess carrier densities are allowed, but we in
thatN is small enough to not noticeably perturb them, so t
Dn5Dp, then we are led directly to Eq.~5.3! from Shockley
and Read, the simplified SRH model:

tSRH5tn5tp5
tp0~n01n11Dn!1tn0~p01p11Dn!

n01p01Dn
.

~6!

Note that the simplifying assumption merely requires th
Dn5Dp, but it is not clear exactly how smallN must be to
ensure this is so. This generates some uncertainty in appl
the simplified SRH model to experimental data. As me
tioned, however, this expression is widely employed in mo
eling carrier recombination for applications such as ID
and TDLS. In order to quantify the limitations of the SR
model, it is useful to compare it with a more general soluti
to the continuity equations.
3-2
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Blakemore has shown that general solutions of the co
nuity equations can be relatively easily found for the case
arbitrary excess carrier densities and values ofN, making the
assumptions in the simplified SRH model largely unnec
sary. The only disadvantage of these general solutions
the simplified SRH model is that they are long.

When steady-state conditions prevail, the continuity E
~1! and ~2! may be written as

gE5
1

tn0
F ~n01n11Dn!~Dn2Dp!

N
1

Dnn1

n01n1
G

5
1

tp0
F ~p01p11Dp!~Dp2Dn!

N
1

Dpp1

p01p1
G . ~7!

This expression represents two equations containing t
unknowns:Dn, Dp, andgE . Manipulating the two expres
sions on the right-hand side of Eq.~7! gives a quadratic
equation involving onlyDn and Dp. Upon applying the
identitiesn0 /(n01n1)5p1 /(p01p1) and p1n15p0n0 , the
solution may be written as21

Dn5A1

4
@A1Dp~k11!#22DpNS p02kp1

p01p1
D

2
1

2
@A1Dp~k21!#, ~8!

where we have definedk5tn0 /tp0 and

A5
Np0

p01p1
1k~p01p1!1n01n1 . ~9!

By choosing a range of values forDp, we may calculate
the corresponding values first forDn, thengE , and finally
the carrier lifetimes viatn5Dn/gE and tp5Dp/gE . The
injection-level-dependent lifetime curves obtained in t
way may then be compared with the simplified SRH mod
Of course it is also possible to expresstn directly in terms of
Dn and N, similarly for tp in terms ofDp and N. As ex-
pected, these expressions reduce to the familiar simpli
SRH model whenN is small. However, they are lengthy bo
to derive and express, as illustrated by Blakemore21 in his
Sec. 8.4, while the more compact approach shown her
more easily computed.

Note that if N is small then Eq.~8! simplifies to Dn
5Dp, as expected. Under these conditions the results wil
identical to the simplified SRH model. However, in the ge
eral caseDnÞDp and, therefore,tnÞtp . This point has
recently been highlighted by Karazhanov,24,25 who used Eq.
~5! in conjunction with the electroneutrality condition to ca
culateDn andDp and, therefore,tn andtp . In contrast, the
approach used here involves direct solution of Eqs.~1! and
~2!, which implicitly contain the electroneutrality condition

It may seem logical at this point to suggest replacing
use of the simplified SRH model in lifetime spectrosco
applications with this more general solution of the continu
equation. Indeed, this would entirely remove the need to
watchful for trapping effects. However, the general solut
requires explicit knowledge of the value ofN, while the sim-
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plified SRH model does not~although even in the simplified
caseN is required to determine the capture cross sectio
but not the capture time constants!. In many practical cases
the value ofN is not known, and so the simplified model ma
be the most useful, despite the restricted range over whic
is valid.

A final point to note regarding these models is that th
both neglect the possibility of tunneling transitionsbetween
recombination centers. If the wave functions of these loc
ized states overlap to an appreciable extent, then such
neling transitions can affect properties such as lifetime a
mobility. A well-known example is amorphous silicon, whic
contains band-tail states of sufficiently high concentration
allow ‘‘hopping’’ between them. Hattoriet al.26 recently de-
veloped a recombination model for amorphous silicon t
contained three types of electronic states: the bands th
selves, the band tails, and deep states. Their model allo
transitions between the bands and both the band-tail
deep states, as well as between the band-tail states an
deep states. They also included tunneling transitions betw
band-tail states, and found that these were largely resp
sible for the form of measured drift mobility data. They d
not, however, include tunneling transitions between de
states, since their density was kept below 1017 cm23, and
hence their wave functions are very unlikely to overla
Similarly, in this work, we neglect tunneling transitions b
tween the deep states, and any impact this might have on
lifetime, since in almost all practical cases the density
recombination centers will be well below 1017 cm23. Band
tails do not normally exist in crystalline silicon, unless it
extremely heavily doped, and so we do not include th
effects here either.

III. COMPARISON OF THE TWO MODELS

Figure 1 provides a direct comparison between the g
eral steady-state solution derived above and the SRH m
for the specific case of interstitial iron in crystalline silico
This particular recombination center, which has an ene
level27 of Ev10.38 eV and capture cross sections ofsn55
310214 and sp57310217 cm22, was chosen because
provides a good example of the behavior of a ‘‘deep’’ cent
Three different values of the iron concentration are shown
the plot. For each of these, four lifetime curves are plott
the simplified SRH lifetime, the electron and hole lifetim
from the general steady-state solution, and a mobil
weighted combination of these electron and hole lifetim
The latter weighted curve will most accurately reflect lif
time measurements from photoconductance-based meth
which are unable to discriminate between carrier type si
they merely record changes in conductivity. The weigh
lifetime is calculated via twtd5Dpwtd /gE , where the
mobility-weighted excess carrier densityDpwtd is given by

Dpwtd5
Dnmn1Dpmp

mn1mp
. ~10!

The four curves that represent the lowest concentratio
iron are all in good agreement. In this case, the small c
3-3
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DANIEL MACDONALD AND ANDRÉ S CUEVAS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 075203 ~2003!
centration of centers causes negligible trapping, or, in o
words, a minimal inequality between excess mobile elect
and hole concentrations. The result is electron and hole
times that are almost equal at all injection levels, and he
one may safely apply the simplified SRH model in this ca

As the iron concentration increases, however, the elec
and hole lifetimes start to become significantly different,
pecially at the lower injection levels. This reflects an incre
ing breakdown of the simplified SRH model. The mobilit
weighted lifetime curves reveal that the large hole lifetim
causes the simplified SRH model to underestimate data
tained by photoconductance-based techniques. Note, h
ever, that the curves are still in good agreement at hig
injection levels.

The trends shown in Fig. 1 are characteristic of deep
combination centers, which always generate lifetimes t
increase~or remain constant! with increasing injection level.1

In contrast, shallow centers can result in either increasin
decreasing lifetimes, depending on the dopant density
the exact value of the energy level.21 FeB pairs provide an
example of shallow centers in silicon. Figure 2 gives a co
parison of the SRH model and the general steady-state s
tion for FeB pairs, with an energy level27 of EC20.23 eV
and capture cross sections6 of sn53310214 and sp52
310215 cm22. Once again, the results show that the SR
theory becomes increasingly inaccurate as the recombina
center density increases. For modern spectroscopy t
niques that rely on the use of SRH theory, the import
question then becomes, what is the critical recombina
center density above which the simplified SRH model w
be inaccurate? This question is addressed in the follow
section.

FIG. 1. Comparison between the injection-level dependenc
the simplified SRH lifetime and the electron and hole lifetimes
calculated from the general steady-state solution, using the rec
bination parameters of interstitial iron. Curves are shown for th
values of the iron concentration. The electron and hole lifetimes
plotted against the excess hole concentrationDp. Also shown for
each iron concentration is a fourth curve,twtd , which represents the
mobility-weighted combination oftn andtp plotted against a simi-
larly weighted excess carrier concentrationDpwtd .
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IV. THE CRITICAL RECOMBINATION CENTER DENSITY

The upper limit on the recombination center densityN for
which the simplified model is accurate will depend on t
particular properties of the recombination center~i.e., the
energy level and capture cross sections!, and also on the
dopant density. In general, it will also depend on the conc
tration of excess carriers, since, if sufficiently numero
these may overwhelm any trapping effects. A conveni
way to express this limit is by defining a parameterNcrit ,
such that the simplified SRH model is only valid ifN
!Ncrit .

A direct approach to calculatingNcrit is to consider the
excess carrier ratioDn/Dp as determined by the gener
steady-state model above. For conditions under which
simple SRH model is accurate, trapping must be negligib
and this ratio will be close to unity. An expression fo
Dn/Dp can be arrived at from Eq.~7!:

Dn

Dp
5

n01n11Dn1k~p01p11Dp!1kp1N/~p01p1!

n01n11Dn1k~p01p11Dp!1p0N/~p01p1!
.

~11!

First, it is clear from this expression that the right-ha
side will always equal unity when

p05kp15
tn0

tp0
p1 . ~12!

If this condition holds, trapping willalways be negligible,
irrespective of the recombination center densityN. In prac-
tice, however, this condition is only satisfied by rare coin
dence. In physical terms, it represents the unique comb
tion of energy level and capture cross sections that cau
perfect balance between majority- and minority-carr
trapping.21

of
s
m-
e
re

FIG. 2. Comparison between the injection-level dependence
the simplified SRH lifetime and the electron and hole lifetimes
calculated from the general steady-state solution, using the rec
bination parameters of FeB pairs.
3-4
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In the more general case, the right-hand side of Eq.~11!
will also be close to unity when the two terms involvingN
either do not contribute much to the numerator or denom
tor, or contribute very similarly. A convenient way to expre
this in a single inequality is to state that themagnitude of
their differencemust be much less than the other terms. Af
some rearranging, we then arrive at the following express
for Ncrit .

Ncrit5
~p01p1!@n01n11Dn1k~p01p11Dp!#

up02kp1u
. ~13!

If we require the simplified SRH model to be accurate
within 10%, thenN must be at least an order-of-magnitu
smaller thanNcrit . Under high-injection conditions, a great
concentration of recombination centers can be tolera
sinceNcrit increases due to theDn andDp terms. However,
it is often the value ofNcrit under low-injection conditions
that is of interest. For ap-type sample withp05NA such that
n05ni

2/p0 is negligible, the relevant expression forNcrit in
low injection is

Ncrit5
~NA1p1!~n11kNA1kp1!

uNA2kp1u
. ~14!

This expression can be simplified further if the recom
nation centers are deep, meaning that bothp1 andn1!NA .
In such cases, providedk is not excessively large, then

Ncrit5NA

tno

tp0
. ~15!

This final expression in fact represents the lowest p
sible, and hence most restrictive, value forNcrit for any re-
combination center energy, deep or shallow. In this sen
deep levels are most likely to cause the simplified mode
become invalid for a given value ofN. This does not neces
sarily mean, however, that they will always be the most d
ficult to study using the simplified SRH model. In gener
fewer deep recombination centers are required to produ
given lifetime, counterbalancing the fact thatNcrit is smaller
for such centers.

Another important feature of this final expression is th
Ncrit depends only on theratio of tn0 and tp0 , and not on
their magnitudes. This reflects the fact that the centers m
not cause significant trapping of carriers, as has been
cussed above. The extent to which this trapping occur
characterized by the ratiotn0 /tp0 , since this is essentially a
measure of the proportion of time that the carriers rem
untrapped. It is not surprising then that this parameter ha
heavy bearing on the boundaries of accuracy of the sim
SRH model.

It is worth noting at this point that Shockley and Re
also considered under which conditions their simplifi
theory would be valid~as discussed in their Appendix A!.
They concluded that the simplification would hold provid
N is small compared with any one ofn0 , p0 , n1 , or p1 .
However, the conditions under which they arrived at t
conclusion were only valid for infinitesimal modulation. I
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contrast, the expression forNcrit given in this work also ac-
counts for arbitrary modulation, hence the appearance ofDn.
Furthermore, the expression derived here also accounts
the potential impact of highly asymmetric cross sections,
manifested in the value ofk, which was not considered in
Shockley and Read’s approximate approach.

Figure 3 depicts the dependence of the low-injection lim
of Ncrit , normalized with respect toNA , as a function of the
recombination center energy, which appears indirectly in
~14! throughn1 andp1 . Five curves are shown, correspon
ing to different values of the capture cross-section ratiok.
The spikes on the curves correspond to the conditions of
~12!—a very special and narrow range of energies for wh
the effect of trapping will be negligible. Of more gener
interest, however, is the fact that the curves show that the
a broad range of energy levels near the middle of the b
gap that has the most detrimental impact onNcrit . These are
referred to as deep centers, and the magnitude of their im
on Ncrit is determined directly by the value ofk.

Figure 4 shows that the breadth of the flat region due
deep centers is determined by the dopant density. For lig
doped samples, the range of recombination energies that
erates the most severe trapping is reduced. Furtherm
shallow centers of a given energy level impose a less st
gent limit onNcrit in more lightly doped material. Figures
and 4 reveal that whether a center behaves as a deep c
or not depends not only on its energy, but also on the dop
density and the value ofk. Therefore, care must be taken
avoid applying Eq.~15! to centers that, despite having e
ergy levels far from the band edges, may not behave as d
states. It should be noted that in both Figs. 3 and 4, the va
of Ncrit exceeds 1017 cm23 at some points. It is possible tha
tunneling transitions between the deep states would sig
cantly alter the carrier dynamics if the actual value of reco
bination centersN also exceeded this value. In such case
more complex model such as that developed by Hattoriet al.
would be required.

FIG. 3. Values of the low-injection limit ofNcrit , normalized
with respect toNA51015 cm23, as a function of the recombinatio
center energy levelEC-ET . Curves are shown for different value
of the capture cross-section ratiok.
3-5
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If a recombination center is known to be deep, thenNcrit is
given by Eq.~15! for low-injection conditions. As discusse
above, interstitial iron is a deep center in silicon, and its l
value ofk results in a limit ofNcrit51.431012 cm23 for the
dopant density in Fig. 1 (NA51015 cm23). The plots in Fig.
1 show that whenN!Ncrit ~i.e., theN51011 cm23 case!,
the SRH model is accurate across all injection levels.
higher recombination center densities, mid- to high-inject
lifetime measurements may still be accurately modeled w
SRH theory, provided the excess carrier concentration is h
enough to ensure thatN!Ncrit , whereNcrit is given by Eq.
~13!.

For shallow centers, the value ofNcrit depends on the
factorsn1 andp1 also. An example of such a shallow cent
is given by FeB pairs, which give a value ofNcrit53.6
31015 cm23 for the conditions in Fig. 2 (NA51015 cm23).
Once again, the curves reveal that the value ofNcrit provides
an effective demarcation between the regions over wh
SRH theory is valid for all injection levels and those ov
which it is not. It should be noted that, while referred to
shallow, FeB pairs are still some considerable distance f
the conduction-band edge. As a result, the terms contai
n1 andp1 in Eq. ~13! moderate the value ofNcrit , but not to
a massive extent. However, for very shallow centers,Ncrit is
likely to be much larger, due to the overwhelming magnitu
of eitherp1 or n1 .

A. Modeling more than one type of center simultaneously

In many practical situations, more than one type of
combination center may be present in significant quantit
As mentioned, one such example is provided by intersti
iron and FeB pairs. Both centers may occur with simi
concentrations, and both may impact significantly on
overall, oreffective, recombination lifetime.

A question naturally arises as to how to correctly d
with such cases. A common approach is to treat the diffe

FIG. 4. Values of the low-injection limit ofNcrit , normalized
with respect toNA , as a function of the recombination center e
ergy levelEC-ET . Curves are shown for different values ofNA .
The capture cross-section ratiok is unity.
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types of recombination centers as ‘‘independent,’’ and th
proceed to sum the inverse lifetimes due to each type
center to obtain the effective lifetime.

In using this approach, it is assumed that any additio
terms arising from interactions between the various types
centers are negligible.21 If being used in conjunction with the
simplified SRH model, it is only valid whenall types of
recombination centers are present in small enough quant
to avoid trapping, that is, they must all satisfy the requi
mentN!Ncrit . Even if only one such center traps carriers
any significant extent, the resulting change in the free-car
populations can cause very large changes to the recomb
tion dynamics ofall the centers. An extreme case is d
scribed by the Hornbeck-Haynes model,28 which was devel-
oped for the situation in which one type of center acts o
as a recombination center, and another only as a trap.
model shows that the trapping centers do indeed have a
matic impact on the behavior of the recombination cente
and has been used to explain unusual photoconduct
measurements in single-crystal silicon and germanium28–30

and multicrystalline silicon.31

B. An experimental example

Figure 5 shows photoconductance-based lifetime m
surements, taken from Ref. 6, of a silicon sample with a to
Fe concentration of 2.531013 cm23. The iron was intro-
duced by ion implantation, and the sample annealed to
tribute the iron uniformly throughout the bulk, taking care
avoid precipitation.6 The lifetime measurement was pe
formed using the quasi-steady-state photoconducta
technique.32 Unfortunately, it was not possible to measu
the iron-related lifetime at lower carrier densities th
shown, because of the existence of trapping centers as
ated with the surface passivating film, which overwhelm t
photoconductance.6 In this sample, only 20% of the iron wa
present in interstitial form, and the rest was paired with b
ron dopant ions.

FIG. 5. Comparison between experimental data~from Ref. 6!
and modeled lifetime curves for a silicon sample containing int
stitial Fe and FeB pairs as the dominant recombination sources
3-6
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VALIDITY OF SIMPLIFIED SHOCKLEY-READ-HALL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 075203 ~2003!
Also shown are the simplified SRH lifetimes for the re
evant concentrations of Fei and FeB pairs, calculated usin
the capture cross sections and energy levels given abov
well as the combined lifetime achieved by adding the
verses of these two components. The general, mobi
weighted steady-state solutions are also shown. The gen
solution and the simplified model are in good agreement
all injection levels for the FeB pairs, but a discrepan
emerges at lower carrier concentration for Fei . As a result, a
similar disagreement appears for the combined recomb
tion lifetimes.

The values of Ncrit for this dopant density (9
31013 cm23) are 1.631011 and 3.631015 cm23 for intersti-
tial iron and FeB pairs, respectively. Therefore, we exp
the simplified theory to be valid for all injection levels fo
the FeB pair component, sinceNFeB!Ncrit-FeB. This is
clearly not true for the interstitial iron component, howev
As a result, the simple SRH model is not valid for th
sample across all injection levels. However, at higher inj
tion levels the simplified model remains valid due to t
swamping of the trapping effects by excess carriers. For t
ping effects to impact on the measurement by no more t
10%, we require thatNcrit-Fei

be an order-of-magnitude large

than NFei
5531012 cm23. From Eq. ~13!, this is satisfied

whenDn5Dp54.531013 cm23. Figure 5 shows that this is
indeed the region in which the general model and the s
plified SRH model converge within 10% for the Fei curves.
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Since interstitial iron accounts for about only half of the to
recombination lifetime at this carrier density, the effecti
value forDp is around 231013 cm23.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The simplified Shockley-Read-Hall model is a powerf
and widely used tool in lifetime-based techniques for ch
acterizing impurities and defects in semiconductors. Ho
ever, to be confident that its use is valid, it is necessary
verify that the recombination center densityN is small
enough to avoid excessive trapping effects. An express
for the critical value ofN, above which the simplified SRH
model becomes invalid, has been presented. It reveals
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simplified SRH model occur for deep centers with high
asymmetric capture cross sections. These restrictions sh
be considered routinely when using spectroscopic techniq
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time modeling.
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